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Topic: DragonDack&#039;s Nefarious November
Subject: Re: DragonDack's Nefarious November
Posted by: Lady Heromorph
Posted on: 2017/11/19 8:52:45

Quote:

Dragondack wrote:

I'm also thinking that a name change in the poster 
itself would be a great final finish to what has been done?

You know to made it more complete?

Like I said, 

Quote:

There are only 3 rules:

The title must be: DDNN - your title
NO adult images! Meaning, must be regular gallery approved.
Have fun!!!

and later:

Quote:

This addition will also come with an extra rule: Don't re-use any movie poster already posted. 

Now, I also ask that who ever participate to post their images to the correct Category* : Monthly and
other challenges 

It will help the moderators to keep track of all entries at the end of the challenge.

Other than the above mentioned, I repeat, There are no rules. You want to go all the way and
change the faces, names and such? Go for it! Have Fun!
You just want to change the required face and nothing else? That's good too! Have a blast!

The only thing we ask of you is to Have Fun!  
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This challenge had the most amazing images with lots of people participating like I haven't seen in
awhile... Let's not complicate things now. 

That said, let's move on to our last week so that we finish this challenge at the same time as we end
our Secret Santa Event Signups. Did you joined yet? 

Moving on...

Week 1 was with the most talented and funny Mr. Bill Murray

Week 2 we had the hilarious Mr. John Belushi

Week 3 - keeping up with early SNL members theme, we give you the multi-talented Mr. Eddie
Murphy

You can not only make images with this week's name (Mr. Eddie Murphy), but also choose any of
the previous weeks names:Mr. Bill Murray or Mr. John Belushi.

Now lets end this challenge with some terrific images and most important, Have Fun! 
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